Introduction Master History Today Starting in September 2019

Please read the underneath information carefully as this is the most important information about the start of the Master History Today in September 2019.

1) On 29 August 2019 the master starts with an Introduction Meeting at 11:00 AM in room 1315.42 in the Harmonie Building of the Faculty of Arts.

2) For an overview of the programme and the available courses and research seminars in the first and second semester, please see OCASYS (select year 2019-2020)

3) For all information about course registration for semester I, please fill out the Master History Today Registration Form.

If you have any further questions concerning your planning, study related problems or study delays, please contact the study advisers, or drop by one of our open consultation hours.

E-mail: historyadvice@rug.nl

Consultation hours: https://studieadviesgeschiedenis.youcanbook.me/

Study Association GHD Ubbo Emmius
GHD Ubbo Emmius is the Study Association of History at the University of Groningen. It offers both study related assistance and extracurricular activities. With approximately 800 members, it is one of the biggest associations within the faculty. Ubbo offers both formal activities (lectures, exam trainings, an annual conference) and social events (parties, movie nights, varying activities). Ubbo is a great way to meet your fellow history students outside of the lecture hall. Moreover, members of Ubbo Emmius get discounts on textbooks.
For non-Dutch first-year students, Ubbo Emmius offers extra support in the form of an Ubbo-Buddy. An Ubbo-Buddy is a native Dutch History student who can help you with arranging practical things, such as getting a GP in Groningen, setting up a Dutch bank account, housing or other typical Dutch administrative struggles you might encounter.
For more information: www.ubbo-emmius.nl/en

Groniek
Historical Journal Groniek is the Groningen Historical Journal with all editors being History students at the University of Groningen. Over the last four decades, Groniek has grown from a modest faculty magazine to a historical journal with a national and international public. The volumes contain both Dutch and English articles.

Performance disability
If you have ADD, ASS, dyslexia or another performance disability that might interfere with your study or study progress, please contact the study advisors History (Hidde and Bob) before 1 July 2019 via historyadvice@rug.nl. Discussing your situation and possible options for support is of course strictly confidential. For more general information, please also see the available information on the University of Groningen website. If you would want to make use of special facilities, please contact the study advisors as soon as possible via historyadvice@rug.nl.
Even if you already indicated having special circumstances in Studielink, we urge you to contact us directly. The Study Advisors will only receive the Studielink information after the start of the year, which can be too late to arrange possible study support in time.